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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any FIVE from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) What do mean by attribute selection measure? Explain.  
 b) Create an application of spatial data mining.  
 c) Differentiate between descriptive and prescriptive data mining tasks.  
 d) Write down the constraints in constraint-based association mining.  
 e) State the working of a crawler.  
 f) Determine the page rank of any given web page. Make assumptions of your 

own. 
 

 g) How collaborative filtering works? Explain with an example.  
 h) Differentiate between inter-document hyperlink and intra-document hyperlink.  
 i) How opinion mining works? Explain.  
 j) What are the different types of logs in web usage mining?  
    

Q2 a) Formulate a process for social network analysis. Explain the role of centrality 
and prestige in the analysis. 

(5) 

 b) Justify the role of models in data mining. (5) 
    

Q3 a) Explain the various steps of decision tree classification. (5) 
 b) Analyze the usefulness of tree pruning in decision tree induction. (5) 
    

Q4 a) Calculate the dissimilarity between objects described by the following types of 
variables.  
i. Numerical  ii. Categorical  iii. Ratio-scaled  iv. Non-metric vector 

(5) 

 b) Explain Boolean model for information retrieval.  (5) 
    

Q5 a) Distinguish between web usage mining and web content mining. (5) 
 b) Explain discovery and analysis of web usage mining. (5) 
    

Q6  Discuss the type of knowledge discovery in data mining. Explain 
diagrammatically. 

(10) 

    
Q7  Compare and examine k-means and k-medoids with examples. (10) 

    
Q8  Write short answer on any TWO : (5 x 2) 

 a) Privacy preserving data mining  
 b) Outlier analysis  
 c) Recommender system  
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